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ABSTRACT
Processing of results is a process embanks upon in every semester ending by academic staff to, convert
student examination scores into meaningful information (transcripts and results). This paper is internetbased enhanced result processing system that will overcome the undesirable problem associated with
misplacement of student academic standing data and poor information handling. The objectives of this
paper is to make students record to be easily accessed and retrieved with full, reduced handling
processes, which will lower cost of data processing , since information is normally stored in a database
with reduced data redundancy, thereby preventing over-working of personnel. This new system is
designed using PHP, JavaScript and MySQL Server, for its simple syntax and its features in developing
web applications.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Result preparation is a routine activity in most academic institutions. In every semester ending
in our tertiary institutions examinations are conducted to assess the performances of the students.
The performance assessment usually comes in various ways, examinations, tests and laboratory
practical. Student performance assessment is an important parameter to uphold standard of
learning in our schools. In primary and modern secondary school systems, the pupils and the
students are graded in positions that make them work hard to make the best result. The tertiary
institution system is no difference. In every semester ending results are computed. In tertiary
institutions creation, maintenance, accessibility and retrieving of student’s data are top most
priority areas of interest. Information management in institutions, is very crucial for accurate
student data handling. Student data, if not carefully created and stored, errors might occur in
usage.
[Okpeki and Adebari, 2012], the use of information systems is an entrepreneurial activity. In
order to have good information system, attention has to been given to data gathering, processing,
storage, entry and analysis. (Okonigene, et al, 2008). All educational settings requires proper
data management and processing system, using computers for student data processing, makes the
computation easier and possible to obtain students records like course information, Grade Point
Average, generating graduand list, failed courses, proper records update and secured data
storage.
According to (Adigwe and Okoye, 1998), defined data as a process of converging or
manipulating data into meaningful data information. The information gathered at the process end
are results.
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In the Universities, the results produced informs the authority about the student performance in
various courses in their various departments. The results contained are used to ascertain the level
of students understanding of the entire courses taught. From the survey conducted on how the
departments in University carries out its result computation, transcript generation, it appears that
current method adopted needs improvement.
Structured system analysis method was applied to develop the application. Javascript, php and
mysql server were used for the software development.
[Akinmosin James, 2014], designed and implemented automated student results management
system. He used Oracle database, forms and reports. His empirical assessment clearly showed
the system fastened the whole process of students’ results preparation
In our tertiary institutions is the Five-Point Grading System is been used, courses offered are
allocated credits hours which varies from course to course and grade points scored in a course
determines the performance of that student in that course. The grade-points are calculated by
multiplying the value of the grade by the credit hours of the course. The total grade-points are
computed by summing all the grade-points of courses offered. Student Grade-Point Average is
calculated by dividing total grade-points scores by the sum of credit hours of all courses taken in
that semester.
Grade Point Average

=

Total Grade-Points of courses offered in the year
Summation of the credit hours of courses in that year

Students Cumulative Grade-Point Average (CGPA) in a session is computed by dividing the
cumulative sum of total grade-points over the years by the cumulative sum of credit hours over
the academic same period.
CGPA = Cumulative sum of Total Grade-Points of courses from Year One to the current Year
Cumulative sum of Credit Hours of the courses from Year One to the current Year

The Cumulative Grade Point Average is an important determinant that determines the student
progress either to move from level to level or be in probation or withdrawal from programme of
study. The Cumulative Grade Point Average determines the class of degrees awarded to student
that eventually completes the programme.
The current method of students result processing is the manual system and this new system is
automated and web-based.
The objectives of the study are to develop and implement a web-based result processing and
transcript generating system.
2.0 BRIEF REVIEW OF PAST WORK
Over time, the procedures and techniques used in results processing is of the manual methods
and that made the process cumbersome, but with introduction of computer aided design software
package has made it easier in determining student, academic performance in different levels in
the department. The designed software can adapt to any changes that might occur in future due to
it dynamic nature.
[Pecham and Joseph, 1995], hold the view that various operations in our institutions such as data
processing, result computation will be faster, more accurate and less error using computer
system.
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By adoption of computer into information management has tremendously improved the
information need of organizations; the success of this system is knowledge base dependent.
[Anigbogu, 2000], defined a computer as an electronic system that accept data and instructions,
processes the data based on the instructions to generate output in a manner that is yet to be as fast
by any other known system in existence. In this new millennium, no establishment and
institution can do without data processing system. Several authors and researchers have taken
step towards analysing the problems associated with manual method and the need for
computerized result processing.
[Ukem et al, 2012] stated that errors inherent with the current manual results processing method
in most Nigeria universities, makes it challenging to adopt computerized approach in measuring
students’ progress. In his views, the manual methods being employed suffers severe setbacks,
these makes the process cumbersome and prone to errors. Manual computation methods leads to
late publications or release of results most often with wrong grades being computed for students
which could lead to wrong degrees been awarded. Few students could be awarded undeserved
good class of degree, while others are not and this could lead to frustration and ill feeling. This
can ruin the reputations of departments and that of the entire institutions. In view of the above he
advocated for the adoption of a robust examination results processing method that would be
sufficiently accurate and reasonably timely.
[Eludire, 2011], observed that several issues associated with academic records of students
includes improper course registration on path of students, late release of students results,
inaccuracy in the computed results with manual calculations and retrieval difficulties. In his
views development of database concept is the solutions to these issues where the amount of
redundant data is reduced and the possibility that data contained on a file might be inaccurate for
lack of update.
[Mohini and Amar, 2011] Pointed out that computation and Publication of students’ results
manually takes a long time and in that period students remain idle for months in campuses
[Okonigene et al, 2008] Showed that, with applications of computers for information processing,
instant access to students personal data, course information, student information updates, Grade
Point Average computation, generating graduands list, failed courses monitoring, keeping up-todate record of students in the University becomes much easier and faster which leads to save of
valuable time on both of authority and students.
3.0 RESEARCH DESIGN METHODOLOGY
OVERVIEW OF A COMPUTER
A computers is an electronic device that accept input data process it and gives out information
Functions of computers in information processing includes the followings:
Information processing with high speed.
To perform complex processing
Reliable processing of information with less chance of error
Deployment cost is cheaper compare to the manual system.
To enhance the quality of information.
PROCESSING STAGES
Whatever method used the process go through the basic stages in the processing cycles.
The stages are stated below:
Input (inputting results for processing)
Sorting (arranging results in ascending order for quick processing)
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Processing (processing the data to obtain desired result).
Storage (filling away of result for later use).

4.0 PROPOSED SYSTEM ANALYSIS
From the outcome of investigation carried out, several operational and logical issues have made
it necessary to this new system. This new proposed system should fulfil the understated tasks or
functions.
Functionality: It must successfully support the user’s requirements. Specified hardware and
software business routine must enable the staff effectively undertake their processing tasks.
Accuracy: Data inaccuracy and entry error can be checked and resolved.
Efficiency: It should meet functional requirements within a specified time.
Duplicative error elimination, it should provide room to eliminate duplicative issues that is
synonymous with the manual system.
Economical: It should be highly economical, demand minimum storage and minimize redundant
data storage by the system to reduce problems inherent with data redundancy
User friendliness, it should provide convenient work environment and give out comprehensive
output.
This new system should eliminate the voluminous paper work associated with manual system
and produce timely management report
SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM:
User
Management

Result Entry

Resulting
Processing

Result
Retrieval

Student
Management and
school fees

Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed Processing System.
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DATA FLOW DIAGRAM:

Details
Admin
Student

Authentication

Result Processing System

Result Management

Result Entry

Authentication
Details

Student Result
Information

Figure 2: Context Level Data Flow Processing System.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE:
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PRESENTATION TIER:
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Get Student Result

Get Student Result

application is the user

Submit

200 Student
Results

interface. The main function
of the interface is to transfer
tasks and results to
something the user can

LOGIC TIER:
This layer coordinates the
application, processes
commands, makes logical
decision and evaluations,
and performs calculations.

Get the List
of All
Student

Student result 1
Query

DATA TIER:

Confirm
Result

Here information is stored

Student result 2
.........................

and retrieved from a
database or file system.
The information is then
passed back to the logic
tier for processing and then

Storage

Database

Figure 3: System Architectural Diagram
USE CASE DIAGRAM:
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Figure 4: Use case Diagram for Result processing and transcript generating system.
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FLOWCHART:
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Figure 5: Student Login Flowchart
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Figure 6: Admin Login Flowchart

IMPLEMENTATION SCREENSHOTS:
The screenshots obtained from implementing the software are given below:
LOGIN PAGE
This page provides fields for login data for the user and also the admin. The login details
for the Admin includes, username and password. The login details for Students includes, their
matriculation numbers and password.

Figure 7: Login Page
ADMIN PAGE
The Administration page has all the major functions that the system performs. These
includes, Adding students, filling student records, their matric number, department, level, the
courses, the units, and the scores. With this it generate the GP of each student. The
Administration Page also contains a Setting Page where the administrator adds the semester and
the session.

Figure 8: GPA generation Page
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Figure 9: Settings page

Figure 10: Add student page
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Figure 11: over-view of student page
RESULT PAGE
The result page contains results of student. Students after login in with, they are to select
the option of the session result they want to view, after which they can either download or print
their result in any format.

Figure 12: Session options
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Figure 13: Semester Result
4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The system consist of two parts, the Admin and the Student sections. Within the Admin
section we have the login, this provides fields for the admin. The login details for the Admin are
username and password.
After the login, the Admin performs most functions of the system, such as Adding
student i.e. newly admitted student data are entered the system then computes their result and
generates GPAs.
In the Student section we have the login, this provides fields for the login details of
students and he login details for Student are his matriculation number and password.
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After the login, the student only views his/her result. In this section the student is
provided with the option of downloading the result or print of the result in pdf format.
CONCLUSION
The project culminated in development and deployment of application package, to ease
processing of students’ results in McPherson University Ibadan. The application was
successfully developed and tested. It can process and store students’ results with high speed and
accuracy, and present outputs in a required formats. The new system is flexible and can be
modified to suite all kind of data processing and record keeping. The system is a graphical user
interface and not command-line approach. It is easy to use, secure, enforces data integrity that
results from used of relational database system. With this application, student’s results are
automated, thereby reducing processing time and increasing accuracy.
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